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ABSTRACT

We propose a combination of gaze pointing and head
gestures for enhanced hands-free interaction. Instead of the
traditional dwell-time selection method, we experimented
with five simple head gestures: nodding, turning left/right,
and tilting left/right. The gestures were detected from the
eye-tracking data by a range-based algorithm, which was
found accurate enough in recognizing nodding and leftdirected gestures. The gaze estimation accuracy did not
noticeably suffer from the quick head motions. Participants
pointed to nodding as the best gesture for occasional
selections tasks and rated the other gestures as promising
methods for navigation (turning) and functional mode
switching (tilting). In general, dwell time works well for
repeated tasks such as eye typing. However, considering
multimodal games or transient interactions in pervasive and
mobile environments, we believe a combination of gaze and
head interaction could potentially provide a natural and
more accurate interaction method.
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INTRODUCTION

Dwell-time is usually recognized as the best method for
making selections in gaze-controlled interfaces (e.g. [7, 21])
and remains the most popular selection method, especially
in interfaces targeted at people with disabilities [2, 16]. In
literature, a wide range of applications are based on dwell
time and fixation driven selection, such as typing (e.g.,
[15]), drawing [7], chess playing [22], and many others.
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The dwell-selection method is often criticized due to the
high concentration that is required from the users. First, the
user has to fixate on the item for long enough for it to be
selected, which can be tiresome and slow down the
interaction. On the other hand, the user must be careful not
to stare at the selectable objects for longer than the
predefined time interval, as doing so causes undesired
selections or double entry errors (e.g., [9, 23]). There is a
long history of search for replacements for the dwell time
and solutions for the inherent Midas touch problem [25].
Discrete and continuous eye gestures have been found
useful as an alternative selection method. In certain cases,
gestures seem to provide better interaction than dwell time.
Continuous gesturing (smooth pursuit driven selection) is
mostly used for eye typing [5, 24, 26, 27] where it can
significantly speed up the typing of consecutive characters.
However, it is supposed to be problematic or even
impossible to use in other context. Discrete (finite) gestures
(saccade-driven selection) using various targets – off-screen
[10, 11], explicit/strong [1, 27] or implicit/weak [3, 6] – can
be used to complete a wide range of tasks (e.g., [18]).
However, such gestures often result in slower interaction
(compared to dwell time), they may not be convenient to
use, and they may cause higher error rates for some users
[6, 28].
There are also other known eye-based alternative selection
methods but many of them either have obvious
disadvantages or they lack experimental evidence to prove
them as truly useful alternatives for dwell time. For
example, voluntary blinks [20] are difficult to distinguish
from natural blinks and thus require an extended blink (kind
of dwelling) which not only slows down the interaction but
also blocks the user’s sight for that time. For a review of
other alternative selection methods for gaze based
interaction, see e.g. [8] or [21].
The most useful alternative selection methods are usually
based on other modalities than gaze, leading to multimodal
interaction. Kumar et al. [13] provide a good example of
such multimodal interaction. In their study, gaze was used
only for pointing and the selection was triggered by a keyup event. In other studies, frowning [23] and other facial
expressions [4] were used as a signal to trigger selections
while pointing with gaze. The problem which these
multimodal interfaces is, that they often require several
devices and systems, usually one device (system) per

modality, for example, an eye tracker for gaze detection and
an electromyography (EMG) biofeedback device for
detecting facial muscle activity. Thus, in addition to the eye
tracking device, the user may need to wear other specialized
devices.
We propose using a single eye-tracking device for handsfree interfaces with input from gaze and head. Most of the
commercial (e.g., LC Technologies EyeGaze, Tobii
Technology 50-and T- series) and open-source (e.g., ITU
Gaze Tracker) systems provide the eye position in the
camera view (EPCW) in real time, therefore head gestures
can be detected by tracking the EPCW (validated in several
studies, e.g., [12]). We propose using this data for detecting
voluntary head gestures, which could potentially replace
dwell time for selection. Furthermore, different types of
head gestures could to be assigned to a set of functions,
such as navigation (e.g., turning and scrolling pages,
changing a level in hierarchical structures, etc.) and
functional context (mode) switching. Mode switching is
needed when similar gaze events are used for different
purposes, for example, a glance on the left may cause
different actions depending on the currently active mode or
context [11].
The design and development of head gesture recognition
algorithms is currently a popular topic in the field of videobased interaction. The focus in these articles is on the
technology itself, but user studies are still rare. The same
applies for the few studies that deal with HCI systems that
are used for detecting both the head gestures and the eye
movements [14, 19]. The work that is most close to ours
was recently published by Mardanbegi et al. [17] on
combined use of eye pointing and head gestures with a head
mounted tracker. We used a remote tracker; thus, the
algorithms and data handlings are different. We also
developed our own method for gesture detection, described
later in this paper.
We will first list the primitive gestures selected to be tested,
followed by the description of the detection algorithm used
to recognize gestures, and finally present and discuss the
results of this preliminary study. We were especially
interested in 1) evaluating the applicability of a simple nonlearning head gesture detector, 2) the stability of gaze
detection in frequent and fast head motion, 3) subjective
evaluation of the users’ fatigue caused by frequent head
gestures, and 4) subjective evaluation of the gestures by
participants who are experts in using dwell-time for
interaction with gaze-controlled interfaces.

gestures could be used for mode switching (least frequent
operation). More complex gestures consisting of these
primitives were left out of the current study, to be tested in
future experiments.
Previous work on head gesture recognition using eye
detection mostly relies on Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
for creating the detectors (e.g., [12]). HMMs can be quite
robust in distinguishing between three head states (neutral,
nodding and shaking), with up to 97% of correct detections,
as presented in [12]. However, in other studies [19, 24]
where the number of states was higher, HMMs were found
notably less robust (80-90%).
Due to the fact that we tested several gestures in this
experiment, and for the sake of simplicity in development,
we used a range-based algorithm (RBA) which searches in
EPCW patterns of movements with direction, amplitude and
duration falling into predefined ranges. The pattern of each
gesture can be described by a few simple stages that the
EPCW should pass through sequentially. By “stage” we
mean a time interval during which EPCW moving
parameters (speed and direction) remain about constant. For
example, a nod gesture can be treated as consisting of four
stages: 1) the EP CW is relatively stable, 2) the EPCW of each
eye moves down, 3) the EPCW of each eye moves up, 4) the
EPCW is relatively stable. The first and the last stages are
common for all gestures and used as indicators of the
gesture’s temporal and spatial limits. The second and the
third stages are distinct for each gesture, and can be
expressed by the range of two EPCW movement properties –
angle and amplitude – within a certain time interval, as
shown in Figure 1.
In our experiment, we used an eye-tracking device that
reports the EP CW in a range between (0;0) and (1;1). Five
detectors (one per gesture) with four predefined stages for
each were used in analyzing the data in parallel in real time.
The RBA ranges of each stage and each detector are shown
in Table 1 (valid when sitting vertically at ~60cm distance
from the device and the user’s eyes are aligned with the
screen upper edge). The values of these ranges were
estimated during the analysis of gestures recorded in a pilot
test with two participants. The ranges selected were those
that resulted in the correct detection of all gestures made
during the pilot tests.
It is important to note that the eye movement itself only
causes very small changes of the EPCW. Thus it is
impossible to simulate, for example, a nodding head gesture
simply by glancing down and up. Uncontrolled body and

HEAD GESTURES DETECTION

Five simple head gestures were selected for testing: nod,
turn left, turn right, and tilt left, tilt right. We hypothesized
that a quick nod could be the best head gesture for selection
(most frequent operation). Turning the head is a natural way
to point the direction and it also resembles the hand gesture
when turning pages, therefore this gesture could be used for
navigation. Finally, tilting as the slowest among these

Figure 1. The eyes (black circles) in the camera view and the
areas of each gesture (red) to move onto by the end of the
second gesture stage (screenshots from a training session).
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Table 1. Ranges defined in the algorithm for the head
gesture detection.

head movements could theoretically result in false gesture
detection; however, these movements are typically much
slower than those required for the head gesture production.
However, further research is needed in order to inspect the
gesture detection method’s resistance to false detections
and robustness when users are busy carrying out their
natural everyday tasks.
PARTICIPANTS, EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

Eleven volunteers (mean age is 37.3, σ=10.4%, students or
staff members at the local university) took part in the test.
Six had previous experience in using dwell time for
selection in gaze-based interfaces, four were wearing
glasses. The tests were organized in the university
laboratory and each test session lasted about 15-20 minutes.
Tobii T60 eye-tracking device with screen resolution of
1280x1024 pixels was used in this study, and experimental
software was developed for gesture detection and stimuli

Figure 2. Instructions (targets) displayed during the test.

Prior to the test, a supervisor explained the purpose of the
study and showed the head gestures to be made. Small
amplitude and high speed of the gestures were emphasized
when giving the instructions. Then participants had an
opportunity to practice the production of the gestures while
observing their own eye movements in the camera view,
showing feedback for regions to enter by eyes (as illustrated
in Figure 1). The training session consisted of 2-4 trials for
each gesture.
The eye tracker was calibrated before the test started.
During the test, instructions to make a certain gesture were
displayed as target icons (50x50 pixels) with an arrow, as
shown in Figure 2. Participants were instructed to make
only one trial per instruction. The screen was divided into
20 equal cells (5x4), and each target was shown once per
cell, and at a random location inside the cell. The order of
the targets displayed was randomized. The total number of
gestures produced by each participant was 100. The
experimental software logged the target location and the
required gesture, as well as the average of the gaze points
over 200 ms just before the gesture started (GP 200, average
of the left and the right eye), gaze-on-target time interval,
trial duration, and the gesture recognized by the RBA.
After the test, participants were asked about their age,
experience in using gaze-controlled interface with dwelltime selection, and fatigue caused by the test. The
experienced participants also evaluated the tested gestures
for their potential usefulness in HCI with gaze input.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Values of six variables were computed from the collected
data: correct detections (TP), absence of detection (FN),
misdetections (FP), target hit rate (HIT), an interval
between target appearance and gesture recognition (GT),
and an interval between target appearance and the first
sample landing onto this area (GO). The HIT rate was
expressed as the percentage of successful trials when GP200
lands onto a 100x100 pixels square with the target at center.
The data collected had very little ‘gaze-lost’ events, and
they did not influence the computed values.
The grand means with the standard deviations of TP, FN,
FP and HIT for each gesture are shown in Figure 3. The
nodding gesture was the best detected (~93.4%, σ=9.5%),
and turning and tilting right were the worst (81.8%,
σ=18.5% and 71.4%, σ=26.3% respectively). A detailed
analysis of the data revealed that some participants tended
to overshoot when making other gestures than nodding, and
the right eye was often lost by the eye tracker when
producing right-directed gestures. Most likely, a better
lighting setup would allow equalizing these rates with those
observed for left-oriented gestures (~85%, σ =11-14%).
The FP rate was rather low, 1.55% in average (σ=2.64%);
the nodding gesture was never interpreted as another
gesture. The HIT rate and GO interval were, as expected,

head gestures for completing frequent-selection tasks like
typing, 4.3 (probably possible) for completing moderateselection tasks like drawing, and 5 (possible) for
completing seldom-selection tasks like playing chess. The
evaluation shows that the experienced participants
positively evaluated head gestures used for interaction in
occasional, infrequent-selection tasks. However, the
suggestion of using the gestures in frequent-selection tasks
was not rejected either.
Figure 3. Grand means of TP, FN, FP and HIT for each
gesture.

not dependent on the gesture: 92.7% (σ=8.25%) and 329 ms
(σ=44 ms) accordingly. The GT interval was about 1
second for nodding, 1.2 seconds for turning, and.1.46
seconds for tilting (σ=120-140 ms). Since nodding took
only one second to produce after the target appearance, this
gesture would be competitive or even a faster selection
method for dwell times of 700 ms or longer (focusing on
the target took about 330 ms).
The TP and FN variables were not dependent on the target
position. Wrong gesture detection (FP), being a seldom
event, occurred usually when a target was located in the
lower part of the screen. The HIT rate was about 10% lower
than average for the targets displayed on the left screen
side. The GT was 50-100 ms shorter for targets located in
the central cells compared to targets located in the
peripheral cells.
The effect of glasses and the participants’ previous
experience using gaze-controlled interfaces on TP, FN, FP,
HIT and GT was estimated, although the number of
participants in each group was rather low (4-7) to make a
reliable statistical test. Nevertheless, the test revealed some
effect of experience on the HIT rate (94.8% vs. 88.4%,
p=0.051) and GT (1326 ms vs. 1189 ms, p=0.05) when
comparing experienced participants against novices.
Differences in TP (80.2% vs. 87.2%), FN (17.8% vs.
11.8%) and FP (2% vs. 1%) were recognized as not
significant. There was no effect of glasses on any dependent
variable; therefore, wearing them did not increase the risk
of losing eye(s) by the eye tracker due to head movements.
Participants reported mild fatigue after the test: 2.4 points
on the scale from 1 to 7 (2.6 for novices, 2.2 for
experienced). The rest of the questionnaire was filled only
by the participants experienced in using dwell time as
selection method in gaze-controlled interfaces.
We asked the experienced participants to evaluate the
potential usefulness of the tested head gestures for selection
task for certain applications. Our assumption was that at
least one gesture in the test pool would be rated as
potentially useful. The five-point Likert scale was used for
the evaluation: impossible (1), probably impossible (2),
hard to say (3), probably possible (4), and possible (5). The
average rate was 3 (hard to say) when asked about using

All experienced participants pointed to the nodding gesture
when asked about the best head gesture for making
selections. The average rate was 3.5 on scale from 1 to 5
(worse – probably worse – hard to say – probably better –
better) when asked to compare the nodding gesture as a
selection method against dwell time. Therefore, the
subjective evaluation of the nodding gesture is optimistic
but cautious, which is obvious as the direct comparison was
not performed in this experiment.
When asked whether any of the tested gestures could be
used for the navigation tasks or switching between gaze
operational modes, four participants pointed to the turning
gesture as the best for navigation, and tilting as the best for
switching operational modes (other gestures in each case
got a single vote).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The combined use of gaze for pointing and head gestures as
commands has been previously recognized as one of the
possibilities for hands-free interaction with computers but it
has not been studied much. We conducted a small-scaled
study to explore the potential usefulness and usability of
this combination when only one video system is needed for
such interaction. This is an important issue as both the eye
position (used for detection of the head gestures) and the
gaze position can be estimated within the same video
analysis routine, thus allowing to keep the hardware setup
simple and ensure minimal use of computational resources.
The algorithm used for the head gesture detection from eye
position in camera view of Tobii T60 eye tracker proved to
be usable, although the detection rate of some gestures
could be improved. The detection rate of nodding gesture
was about 93%, and is close to the best detection rate of the
algorithms based on HMM [12]. The eye tracker tended to
sometimes lose the gaze of some participants when they
were making right-directed gestures, but we expect that
better set lightning conditions should help to avoid this
problem.
One hundred gestures within 4-5 minutes caused only a
little fatigue for participants. The participants who were
experienced in using dwell time in gaze controlled
interfaces were quite positive about the proposal to replace
the dwell time by the nodding gesture, especially occasional
infrequent tasks. The nodding gesture took only 1 second to
produce (of which focusing on target took about 330 ms),
therefore, using it instead of dwell time longer than 700 ms
may result in faster and more convenient interaction.

A direct comparison between dwell time and nodding
gesture as selection methods is the obvious continuation of
this study. The gesture detection algorithm could be
improved by analyzing the ratio between the amplitude and
time interval of eye movement: the patterns of this ratio for
a single gesture may have smaller variation between trials
and subjects.
Although not all people with physical limitations may be
able to use the proposed method, the combined use of gaze
pointing and head gestures could be highly useful in
multimodal applications. We believe it to be especially
useful in transient interactions in pervasive and mobile
environments where the movement of the head and the
body is part of the natural interaction. Further research is
required to study its applicability in different applications
and varying contexts.
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